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Abstract. Future applications in automation of non-destructive disassembly processes - necessary and important 
for re-use of components - require highly sensorized and dexterous robot systems. The main elements of the 
presented system are a disassembly sequence planner using special elementary disassembly operations , a redundant 
hand-arm-system with fifteen degrees of freedom supplied by a six-axes robot and a three-fingered gripper, and a 
vision system used for ofRine grasp and motion planning as well as for online supervision. Besides a description 
of the overall system structure and explanation of the underlying ideas for special disassembly operations, the 
presentation of first results and experiences from disassembling some parts of a video camera recorder will be one 
of the central points to be discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

For environmental and economical reasons future ap
plications in automation will focus on robot assisted 
disassembly of a large variety of electronic products 
with the general aim to re-use valuable modules and 
components recovered from old products. Making re
use possible will increase the added value of recycling 
factories and moreover, it will reduce the negative en
vironmental impacts of end-of-life electronic products. 
Especially the non-destructive disassembly of highly 
developed electronic products is a difficult task requi
ring complex disassembly operations because up to 
now only little attention was paid to facilitate dis
assembly in the stage of product design . Due to the 
compressed structure of these products there is a lack 
of clearance, so that the respective parts to be dis
assembled are hardly accessible and graspable . Fur
thermore, fasteners and other connections (e .g. sna
ping, locking) have to be removed, which is not always 
possible without destruction. 
Besides however , disassembly cannot be considered 
simply as the reversal of assembly because of a rai
sed uncertainty. The condition of the product to be 
disassembled may change during its life-cycle and dis
assembly difficulties due to ageing , use or unprofessio
nal product repair occur. Object models based on the 
product state of assembly cannot be used unrestric
tedly or they are not completely available , and there
fore rich sensor information is necessary for acquisition 
of adequate object information. Due to the uncertain 
object condition and difficult graspability and accessi
bility, it is reasonable to use vision for offtine grasp and 
motion planning as well as for online supervision . In 
order to cope with another rr.ain difficulty, the jam
ming and wedging of the parts to be disassembled , 
strategies based on force/torque sensor information are 
necessary. Additionally, strategies have to be develo
ped to handle the great number of cables within elec
tronic products. 
Since disassembly is a relatively new task in flexible 
robot manipulation processes only a few direct approa
ches can be found in literature , but in most cases the 
real conditions are disregarded and the topic is very 
restricted , as for example [Woo and Dutta 91] or [Hoff-

man 89] where only translational robot motions, rigid 
components and no fasteners are considered. A few 
general approaches for plannine; of local fine motions 
exist ([Wilson and Matsui 92], lZussmann et. al . 92]), 
but they are based on geometric reasoning only. Moti
vations for long term research and a theoretical and ap
plicative framework for approaching disassembly pro
blems in robotics were given by [Dario and Rucci 93] . 
But the greatest lack of the presented approaches is 
the absence of experimental results with a robotic sy
stem under real conditions and exactly this is our first 
interest. 
This paper presents a description of the overall system 
structure and the explanation of the underlying ideas 
for special disassembly operations . Moreover, first re
sults and experiences from disassembling the top of a 
video camera recorder will be one of the central points 
to be discussed. Especially the connection and interac
tion of the complex robotic system, visual inspection 
and other sensor information will be described. 

2 System Overview 
A fundamental demand on flexible autonomous robot 
systems is the combination of flexible actuators, vari
ous sensors and adequate information processing: In
telligent robots interact with the real world by employ
ing sensory information to perceive their environment 
as well as flexible , redundant actuators to change the 
state of their environment. 
The system (fig. 1) presented in this paper comprises 
a six-axes manutec r3 puma type robot arm, a three
fingered dexterous gripper with three joints per finger 
and a multi-camera imaging system for scene analy
sis. The experimental gripper (fig. 2) was developed 
and built at the Darmstadt University of Technology 
rPaetsch and Kaneko 90] . Employing a multi-fingered 
hand increases the number of degrees of freedom of a 
robot system and by that means the system flexibility 
is increased. But using the specific capabilities of the 
dexterous robot gripper within the complete system re
quires hand-arm-coordination , explained in section 4. 
This highly redundant coordinated hand-arm-system 
allows dexterous manipulations necessary for complex 
and skilful disassembly operations. In order to perceive 
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Fig. 1. Structure of the hand-arm-eye system. 

Fig. 2. E xperimental gripper. 

adequate object information the system provides task
oriented image processing in addition to force/torque 
sensor information. For this a mobile camera is moun
ted on the robot arm to achieve 3D-information about 
the robot work space in connection with two static 
scene cameras enabling the vision system to guide the 
robot. An essential task for such a robot vision sy
stem is planning stable grasps to be performed by the 
gripper. 

3 Vision Assisted Grasp Planning 
The planning of stable grasps for a multi-fingered grip
per is a complex task, especially if the shape of the 
body to be grasped is unregular. In order to avoid ana
lyses of the entire object a two stage visual inspection 
process is employed. At first the system determines 
the cartesian location and coarse size of each object 
in the scene by evaluation of object features in a bi
nary image sequence. Guided by these features the 
system decides whether the gripper should approach 
the object perpendicular to its top face or to one of 
its side faces. Through this decision the grasp plane is 
determined in which the fingers of the gripper should 
contact the object for grasping. 
In the second stage an extreme data reduction of 
images is performed by extraction of silhouettes an'cl 
contours in order to obtain a contour of the grasp face 
at which the fingers should contact the object, From 
this contour features are extracted characterizing ob
ject areas favourable for grasping like concave contour 
parts. The combination of these features with goal 
specifications due to the given task and the gripper 
geometry specifies the given grasp context (cf. fig. 1), 
Context information allows a selection of the specific 
grasp situation characterized by the grasp mode to be 
employed as well as by favourable contour parts within 
the selected grasp plane. The employed system pro-

vi des planning algorithms for several grasp situations 
described in detail in [Seitz et. al . 93]. 
This paper will focus on two grasp situations intere
sting for grasping the relatively flat but unregularly 
shaped top of a video camera recorder (camcorder with 
movable viewfinder, see fig. 8). Approaching the grip
per perpendicular to the top face of the camcorder ei
ther a palmar fingertip grasp can be performed in pre
sence of many long and plane contour parts (fig. 3a) or, 
for the sake of stability, a circular fingertip grasp can 
be applied to concave contour parts, where the fingers 
can hardly slip away (fig. 3b). Analyzing each point 
of the selected contour parts systematically the system 
tries to find a set of three contour points F1 , F2 and 
F3 , whose normals are directed to one point (indica
ted by the white lines in fig. 3). The respective opti
mum gripping positions are connected by their grasp 
triangle indicated by the black lines in fig. 3. In addi
tion to this obligatory condition for gripping positions 
the forces to be applied between the fingers have to 
compensate each other in the grasp plane in order to 
establish a stable grasp without a yawing torque. For 
raising the top of the camcorder cabinet it is additio
nally necessary that the forces fi (cf. fig. 4) are high 
enough to compensate the gravity force fg by contact 
friction forces J.Lfi: 

3 3 3 

Lt,,,, = 0, Lt,y = 0, J.L Lf, = fg (1) 
i=) i=) i=) 

Due to the fact that some object information like the 
friction coefficient J.L and the gravity force fg cannot 
be determined visually, the planned finger forces have 
to be scaled (up to now on the basis of default values 
given by the context). In case of excentric grasping 
(fig. 4) manipulation is destabilized by the torque Gm, 
which can be also planned offline and independently of 
W 

G L:~-l G ri x fi 
rsxfg + f 

,\,3 1.1 
L...,i=l ir.i 

G m = (2) 

For this reason the planning system estimates forces 
and torques by information about the object contour 
and its mass in order to provide reference values for 
force/torque controlled grasping. 
A.part from these data necessary to perform stable 
manipulations the system plans the reference position 
and orientation of the gripper center T XG indicated 
by frame [G] in fig. 3, as well as fingertip positions 
F1 , F2, F3 , respectively, enabling the robot to execute 
a coordinated hand-arm motion. 

4 Hand-Arm-Coordination 
Integrating a dexterous multi-fingered robot hand into 
a hand-arm-system leads to a highly redundant robot 
system. Therefore hand-arm-coordination is necessary 
in order to find a solution for the redundancy exi
sting within the hand-arm-system and moreover, to 
take into account the special capabilities of the subsy
stems hand and arm. Usually the motion capabilities 
of hand and arm are quite different. While the hand 
can move only small translational distances, the arm 
compared to it has long ranges. However , carrying out 
the rotation of an object is easy by using the hand 
only, because the arm needs a lot of free space due 
~ o its large wrist movements. Such motions are of
ten not desired or not possible , for example if there 
is an obstacle in the workspace, The coordination ap
proach [Paetsch and Weigl 93] used within this hand
arm-system is perfectly working in cartesian space con
sidering hand and arm as cartesian subsytems. By 
~hat means the complexity of the problem is reduced 
considerably. Furthermore. the cartesian coordination 
parameters' are easily interpretable and very illustra
tive in the sense of svstem attitude and behaviour in 
contrast to parameteis of joint based approaches. The 
b;u;ic scheme of the hand-arm-coordination is shown 
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Fig. 3. The analysis of the object contour results in a palmar fingertip grasp (a) or 
a circ~ar fingertip grasp (b) dependent on specifications due t o the grasp situation. 
The cIrcular grey area illustrates the accessible gripper work space. 

Fig. 4. Forces and torques acting 
on an object to be grasped by a 
three-fingered gripper. 

lb:======dJ ° Xh 

Fig. 5. Basic scheme of the hand-arm-coordination . 

o~o 

in fig . 5. A desired object motion, defined by a gene
ralized six-dimensional position vector °Xo,d in object 
coordinates (indicated by the superscript '0' for the 
reference frame), is divided into two separate desired 
cartesian motions for the hand °Xh,d and the arm ° Xa ,d 

using a parameter matrix A determining the amount 
of motion to be carried out by the subsystems respec
tively : 

(3) 
and 

(4) 
with I as the unity matrix and A as a (6x6) diagonal 
parameter matrix: 

A = diag(A:r , Ay , Az , A"" At1 , Av-) (5) 

The respective motions of hand and arm are realized 
by the well-known stiffness control rSalisbury 80] used 
for each subsystem in order to find a solution to the 
joint angles for given cartesian values (even in case of 
redundancy) and to include a force/torque control of 
the complete system. For force measurement and com
putation the torque sensors of the gripper joints are 
available as well as a wrist force /torque sensor (not 
being used up to now). 
Additionally the basic coordination scheme is extended 
by a supervision system for the feasibility of the com
puted hand and arm motions. This system stops the 
motion of a subsystem according to a certain criterion 
(in this case the joint limitations) , and the remaining 
object motion is then automatically carried out by the 
other subsystem, as far as possible, in order to rea
lize the desired object motion completely [Paetsch and 
Weigl 93]. 

5 Disassembly strategies 
With this coordination approach the specific capabi
lities of a hand-arm-system can be used for complex 
tasks , e.g. assembly and disassembly. disassembly stra
tegies based on the actual object forces and torques , 
described by the generalized six-dimensional force vec
tor °fo, can be easily included within the coordination 
scheme by a feedback loop 

as shown in the extended diagram in fig . 6. The desi
red stiffness behaviour of the object is defined by the 
(6 x6) diagonal stiffness matrix °Kc ,o resulting from 
the stiffness matrices °Kc,h and °Kc,a for hand and 
arm as follows: 

(7) 

because the hand-arm-system can be modelled by two 
serially connected six-dimensional springs . 

For the first disassembly experiments only two simple 
strategies f . trategy = ( f; rn; )T for tautening one 
cable have been included. Therefore a strategic force 
f. dependent on the measured force fo has to be com
puted to move the object until a desired force f taut is 
achieved: 

(8) 

Additionally, in order to compensate rotational deflec
tions, that will be produced by the stiffness control 
due to the torque rno caused by the tautened cable, 
an opposing torque rn , is computed: 

(9) 

The (3x3) diagonal parameter matrices PI and P2 
determine the magnitude of the strategic forces and 
torques. 

6 Task Description 
As a first step of disassembly solutions for grasping 
the top of the camcorder cabinet in order to separate 
it from its base are demonstrated by results of the fol
lowing elementary operations documented by fig. 7: A 
coarse visual localization of the objects in the scene al
lows robot motion sequence planning and preshaping 
of the gripper as well as distribution of hand and arm 
motions for a coordinated motion of the complete sy
stem. For this purpose the silhouettes of the different 
objects in the scene are separated from each other and 
geometric features characterizing object position and 
size are localized in at least two images taken from dif
ferent camera locations during robot motion (fig. 8a). 
Guided by these 3-dimensional object features the ro
bot moves the camera above the top face of the object 
in order to get an image optimally adjusted to the size 
of the object. 
From this image suitable for fine object inspection lo
cal contour features within the grasp plane are extrac
ted for planning good contact positions and forces (fig. 
8b) . 
After grasp planning the z-axis of the hand base frame 
[H] (cf. fig. 1) is per pendicular to the grasp plane. In 
order to approach the object in z-direction for gra
sping, hand and arm are carryin~ out a coordinated 
motion until the hand base frame lH] is a certain small 
distance right above the planned reference fram e [G] 
in the object and the gripper is preshaped according 
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Fig. 7. Interaction between vision and hand-arm-system 
for different disassembly operations (for explanation of 
subscripts, superscripts , B, W, G see fig. 1). 

to the determined grasp points. Therefore each fin
ger is assigned to one of the grasp points, so that 
only a minimum rotation around the z-axis is neces
sary to reach the contact points . The adjustment of 
the coordination parameters is dependent on the goal 
specifications, i.e . the manipulation to be performed 
after grasping, as in our example a translation mainly 
in negative z-direction relative to frame [G] for rai
sing the object. If the grasp points are not placed at 
120 0 -angles apart, a compensating hand-arm-rotation 
is carried out in order to provide maximum joint range 
availability for the first joints of each gripper finger (fig. 
8c) . Such optimizing motions in null space for further 
dexterous manipulations are possible by changing only 
the coordination parameters A without a given endef
fector motion. After grasping the top of the camcorder 
cabinet it has to be raised without destruction of sin
gle parts requiring dexterous manipulations because 
the movement is constrained by various un modelled 

cables connected to other parts inside the camcorder 
and tearing them off would cause damage to valuable 
modules and boards making re-use impossible. Hand
arm-coordination is used, again, to realize desired ob
ject motions and to change the system behaviour due 
to the requirements. For example, object translations 
are mainly carried out by the arm, while object rotati
ons are mainly carried out by the hand. In addition to 
a given object motion the described disassembly stra
tegies are applied as soon as an external force has been 
exceeded and thus, a disassembly motion is performed 
until exactly one cable is tautened and/or a maximum 
distance between the top and the camcorder base is 
achieved (fig. 8d) . Usually this is the case if the cable 
is perpendicular to both parts of the camcorder cabi
net and therefore we choose f taut = (0, 0, - Jma:<)T 
(cf. eq. 8). By this strategy best accessibility is gua
ranteed for a second robot arm in order to cut off the 
visually localized cable, while the object position is 
fixed by the hand-arm-system. For visual localization 
of this cable by a scene camera previous localization 
results and information about the top of the camcorder 
cabinet available from the hand-arm-system are used 
to determine an image part in which only cables are 
present. Edge extraction in this image part allows the 
detection of straight lines as edges of minimum curva
ture (fig. 8e). These edges can be interpreted as the 
tautened cables because no other objects but cables 
exist in this image part between the camcorder cabi
net and its top. Guided by these localization results 
a cutting instrument mounted on a second robot arm 
can be moved to the cable in order to disconnect the 
top of the camcorder from its base. 

7 Experimental Results 

The fundamental result of this paper is the realizabi
lity of disassembling the top of a camcorder cabinet 
under uncertain conditions using a dexterous hand
arm-system documented by the sequence of pictures in 
fig. 8. Nevertheless problems exist in the performance 
of some experimental steps. Due to inaccuracies in 
3-dimensional object localization from a binary image 
sequence and the finite robot motion capabilities the 
mobile camera cannot always be moved exactly over 
the cent er of the camcorder so that sometimes not 
the entire grasp face is available for grasp planning. 
Employing wide-angle lenses would reduce the failure 
rate but is connected with the disadvantage of increa
sed distortions and inaccuracies inadmissable for fine 
object inspection. So the use of lenses with variable 
focal length would be desirable. Moreover, it is some
times difficult to find two initial camera positions for 
scene inspection in which the entire object is visible. 
Therefore it is recommendable to use a global camera 
mounted at the ceiling above the workspace to get an 
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a) coarse visual inspection 

b) approach for grasp planning 

d) manipulation until cables are tautened 

c) grasping the top of the camcorder cabi
net 

e) detection of tautened cables 
Fig. 8 . illustration of the perfonned operations for disassembling the camcorder a) - e). 

impression of rough planar object locations . Failures 
in the grasp planning process sometimes occur because 
variable resolution and visibility of the object due to 
different camera locations and lighting conditions lead 
to an insecure selection of contour areas favourable for 
grasping . Although the relatively inexact visual loca
lization of contact points is not problematic because 
the gripper needs only coarse object information , the 
time consuming grasp planning process slows the dis
assembly motion down. Due to the special geometry 
of the employed gripper , whose fingers are arranged 
in 120 0 -angles apart , the palmar grasp planned in fig . 
3a provides an insufficient joint range availability for 
further manipulations . Unfortunately the circular fin
gertip grasp shown in fig . 3b can also not be used be
cause the contour part where finger 3 should contact 
the top of the camcorder is not accessible for grasping . 

So the accessible gripper work space has to be reduced 
by context specifications in order to exclude contour 
parts inaccessible for the gripper (cf. fig . 9) . Very sta
ble grasps can be performed , if the viewfinder, which 
is connected to the cabinet by a rotational joint, is 
moved out as demonstrated in fig. 9. Although this 
is a very stable configuration because fingers FJ and 
F2 are placed at strongly curved contour parts, where 
they can hardly slip away, the context prefers the grasp 
shown in fig. 8b due to manipulation requirements 
and the gripper geometry. This configuration provi
des highest flexibility because the contact points are 
arranged almost in 120 0 -angles apart and the adjust
ments of the joints necessary to establish the planned 
grasp are a minimum. Such suitable grasps are selec
ted by a quality measure evaluating the equality of the 
distances of the determined gripping positions. Some-
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Fig. 9 . Stable finger placement in 
strongly curved areas. 

Fig . 10. Actual force and object position during the disassembly motion 
including strategies. 

times grasping the top of the camcorder cabinet fails 
due to practical problems concerning the gripper geo
metry and design . Grasping such a large object com
pared to the gripper working space causes problems 
because the arrangement of the fingers does often not 
supply enough joint range availability for dextrous ma
nipulations. Furthermore the smooth surfaces of the 
fingertips slip off the relatively small contact face at 
the object especially if external forces act due to tau
tened cables , for example. 
An important aspect is torque compensation during 
grasping the object. In spite of the inexact visual de
termination of roll and nick torques caused by gravity 
a compensation stabilizes grasping as well as the dis
assembly operations as proved by the horizontal po
sture of the grasped camcorder top in fig. 8d. But ex
periments showed also that yawing torques may show 
up between the fingers although the planning system 
generated contact points and forces in order to prevent 
a yawing torque, theoretically. This can be explained 
by the fact that the fingers cannot be placed exactly 
due to the visual settings . If their lines of direction 
did not intersect in one point relatively high yawing 
torques appeared. 
Fig . 8d and 8e demonstrate that the disassembly stra
tegies work satisfactorily but they have to be extended 
in order to handle more than one cable . Fig. 10 shows 
the graphical representations of actual forces and ob
ject position during the disassembly operation to tau
ten a cable. 

8 Conclusion 

Experimental results document that disassembly even 
under uncertain conditions can be realized by using a 
coordinated complex hand-arm-eye system . The paper 
suggests a system architecture and shows by first expe
riments that the experimental system basically works 
although its quality has to be improved still . 
Simple image processing can be used for visual inspec
tion but complex planning processes have to be spent 
to achieve stable grasping of unregularly shaped ob
jects by a multi-fingered gripper. So whenever possi
ble, it is reasonable to perform grasp planning under 
stable camera, object and lighting relations before the 
disassembly motion starts . Grasping can be improved 
by applying less time consuming planning algorithms , 
more robust image processing and learning approaches 
to avoid parameter ' adjustments . 
The advantages of a hand-arm-coordination could be 
utilized for grasping as well as for disassembly opera
tions. So it seems reasonable to use this strategy for 
future applications in disassembly. Therefore future 
work will focus on the development of disassembly se
quences and sensor based strategies in order to disas
semble more parts out of the video camera recorder. 
Due to the complexity of the system a knowledge-base 
has to be developed for specincation of context infor
mation. 
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